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The COVID-19 pandemic is a local, national and
global crisis. However, respondents to The
Tasmania Project, when asked which sources they
rely on most for COVID-19 information, have
strongly favoured Tasmanian government sources
of information over information from the Federal
Government, with news remaining the preferred
source overall.

Key findings
•

•
•
•

Tasmanian government sources, including information from
Premier Peter Gutwein and local health authorities, were relied
on much more than information from Prime Minister Scott
Morrison.
Government sources of information about COVID-19 were relied
on more than information from doctors and healthcare officials
A large majority of Tasmanians rely on local, national and global
news as an information source for COVID19-information
More respondents said they relied on information more from the
World Health Organisation (WHO) than from Prime Minster
Scott Morrison

Sourcing information during COVID-19
Study participants were asked ‘which of the following sources do
you most rely on for COVID-19 information?’ and were asked to
select up to 3 sources. With respect to government sources in
Australia, 46% of respondents selected local health authorities and
government, 61% selected the Tasmanian Premier, and 22% chose
the Prime Minister.
The results also show the continuing importance of news during
times of crisis. Unsurprisingly given both the demographic makeup
of the cohort who responded to our first survey and the ABC’s role
as the emergency broadcaster, the ABC dominated when we asked
‘Which media sources do you most trust on COVID-19? Please
select up to 3).’
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State vs federal vs international
In terms of government sources, our results can be interpreted as
reflecting a positive response from Tasmanians to the policies adopted
by the Premier, and the information disseminated by local health
authorities and government. There are a number of factors that are
likely to have informed this: clarity of communication; empathy with,
and support of, state government policies; or historically informed
parochialism, whereby decisions about Tasmania’s well-being are
seen to be best made by Tasmanian authorities in times of crisis.
The results show less reliance on the federal government. There are
multiple factors that inform this: different roles and responsibilities over
key factors during COVID-19 (eg hospitals, borders); less clarity and
cohesion from the Prime Minister and the federal team; and the lack of
Tasmania-specific information in early briefings, with the
misinformation about the North West Coast cluster from federal
sources including the chief medical officer illustrating the distance. It is
possible that there were also some residual issues that diminished
reliance and trust emanating from the Prime Minister’s handling of the
summer bushfire national crisis.
signifcanlt

Interestingly, 24% of respondents identified the World Health
Organisation as a source they most relied on for COVID-19
information. Given the degree with which the efficacy and legitimacy
of international institutions is regularly being questioned by the
federal government, and the US President’s consistent attacks on
WHO itself during the crisis, the reliance on a global entity over the
federal government is revealing.

Where next?
Our next general survey inquires more deeply into how to effectively
communicate health and emergency messages in Tasmania. We
seek to understand the factors that impact communications,
including issues of trust, digital access, urban and rural lifestyles,
and differences across age and gender. These factors need to be
investigated in such a way that the specifics of our place and
communities are made evident so that Tasmanians can be well
informed during future crises.
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